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Universal AutoPeg - Brief Info

 Checkpoint’s largest, most versatile AutoPeg solution allows retailers
to expand their loss prevention strategy : store-wide protection on a
diverse range of merchandise to be securely displayed on peg hooks.

 The solution features the convenient one-pin attachment, with a
bright yellow design and Checkpoint’s trademarked black lock to
deter potential thieves.

 The latest addition to the AutoPeg range features a wider mouth and
enhanced internal mechanism, offering protection for merchandise
of varying sizes.

 The new design not only means it can clamp onto larger items, but it
is more resilient due to the more robust design.

 It works with all types of detacher, allowing store staff to easily
remove it at the Point of Sale.



Key Features

 Improved security

 Safe and effective pinless one piece design – two in one

 Fits single and double hole packages

 Preserves product branding

 Quickly removable at POS

 Available in Standard Lock and Super Lock

 Larger format accommodates a wider range of merchandise

 RF and AM clear differentiation (engraved and coloured)

 One alarm



Universal AutoPeg Suggested Application

 Electric Toothbrush 

 Ink/toner 

 Mobile phone accessories 

 Cosmetics 

 General Merchandise 

 High-Theft goods 



Application and Removal

How is it applied?
The application on a blister is easy and very
fast. Just press on the AutoPeg as shown.

How is it removed?
The Autopeg is removed with a S3 Key by
positioning it over the locking pin and
sliding it to the open position.



Order Details

SAP Code Description External Dimensions Carton 
Quantity

10139446
IS UNIV AUTOPEG-AM-YELLOW-
SPRLK *

(42.17mmH x 47.72mmW x 
30.18mmD) 

100

10139447
IS UNIV AUTOPEG-RF-YELLOW-
SPRLK *

(42.17mmH x 47.72mmW x 
30.18mmD) 

100

10139448
IS UNIV AUTOPEG-AM-YELLOW-
STDLK **

(42.17mmH x 47.72mmW x 
30.18mmD) 

100

10139449
IS UNIV AUTOPEG-RF-YELLOW-
STDLK **

(42.17mmH x 47.72mmW x 
30.18mmD) 

100

 For sample requests and more information, please contact Marketing  
meric.bataille@checkpt.com

 For the price, please contact your Regional Sales Manager

*   Super Lock
** Standard Lock
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